Machine learning methods for leveraging baseline covariate information to improve the efficiency of clinical trials.
Clinical trials are widely considered the gold standard for treatment evaluation, and they can be highly expensive in terms of time and money. The efficiency of clinical trials can be improved by incorporating information from baseline covariates that are related to clinical outcomes. This can be done by modifying an unadjusted treatment effect estimator with an augmentation term that involves a function of covariates. The optimal augmentation is well characterized in theory but must be estimated in practice. In this article, we investigate the use of machine learning methods to estimate the optimal augmentation. We consider and compare an indirect approach based on an estimated regression function and a direct approach that aims directly to minimize the asymptotic variance of the treatment effect estimator. Theoretical considerations and simulation results indicate that the direct approach is generally preferable over the indirect approach. The direct approach can be implemented using any existing prediction algorithm that can minimize a weighted sum of squared prediction errors. Many such prediction algorithms are available, and the super learning principle can be used to combine multiple algorithms into a super learner under the direct approach. The resulting direct super learner has a desirable oracle property, is easy to implement, and performs well in realistic settings. The proposed methodology is illustrated with real data from a stroke trial.